We Foxes  
Spring 2014  
In collaboration with The Old Globe  

Music, Book, and Lyrics by Ryan Scott Oliver  
Musical Direction by Robert Meffe  
Directed by Paula Kalustian  


Mr. Doctor  
Spring 2015  
In collaboration with La Jolla Playhouse  

Music by Wayne Barker  
Book and Lyrics by BD Wong  
Musical Direction by Robert Meffe  
Directed by BD Wong  

Featuring: Kikau Alvaro, Bradley Behrmann, Jacob Brent, Julia Cuppy, Randall Eames, Jessica Humphrey, Derrick Jaques, Courtney Kattengell, Liv Stevns Petersen, and Sharon Wheatley.

On The Eve*  
Fall 2015  
In collaboration with La Jolla Playhouse  

Music by Shawn Magill and Seth Magill  
Lyrics by Seth Magill  
Book by Michael Federico  
Character Themes by Shawn Magill  
Musical Direction by Robert Meffe  
Directed by Stephen Brotebeck  

Featuring: Kikau Alvaro, Bradley Behrmann, Jacob Brent, Sean Boyd, Julia Cuppy, Randall Eames, Jessica Humphrey, Derrick Jaques, Courtney Kattengell, Amy Perkins, and Liv Stevns Petersen

*NAMT Festival 2015